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QUESTION: 1
Jill is working with the organization's policy for SmartCloud for Social Business
Directory Search. What are the privacy settings for profiles in the organization?

A. Hybrid, public and private
B. User choice, All private and All private with exceptions
C. Disable, Enable, Suspend and Delete
D. Accept, Deny, Add and Delete

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
What is NOT TRUE about Chat/Instant Messaging within SmartCloud for Social
Business?

A. Users can only chat/IM with people inside their organization.
B. Chat/IM is not available to SmartCloud Connection users.
C. Guest accounts do not have access to the chat/IM features.
D. Users must first connect with people from within Contacts in order to chat/IM.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Jennifer is the Adminstrator for her company's SmartCloud for Social Business
account. She needs to host Meetings using SmartCloud for Social Business. What
user role should be assigned to Jennifer in order for her to be able to host
Meetings?

A. Jennifer needs to have a User role to host a Meeting.
B. Jennifer needs to have a Editor role to host a Meeting.
C. Jennifer needs to have at least the Administration Assistant role to host a
Meeting.
D. Having an Administrator role is sufficient for her to host a Meeting.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
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What size mail storage comes with SmartCloud iNotes by default?

A. 50 GB
B. 25 GB
C. 10 GB
D. 5 GB

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
Cameron wants to give employees in his company access to SmartCloud for Social
Business. What is required to add users to his organization?

A. To add users, Cameron must have at least Administrator Assistant privileges.
B. To add users, Cameron must have Administrator privileges.
C. To add users, Cameron must have at least Manager rights to his community.
D. To add users, Cameron must have the Power User role which is assigned when
the account is created.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
After Carl has logged into a SmartCloud Meeting as a Host, what are some features
that he can use during the meeting?

A. Raise my hand, sharing, and recording
B. Raise my hand, sharing and lock conference
C. Lock conference, sharing and polling
D. Lock conference, sharing and recording

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
Jared is an administrator at a bank and he needs to set password expirations for his
company's SmartCloud for Social Business users. What options are available for
password expirations?
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**** END OF DEMO ****
Visit website for full and updated version

**** END OF DEMO ****
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